
BAU Insights
FAQs for the online ordering system



What is BAU Insights?

BAU Insights is the accompanying digital trade portal for BAU23, which will provide visitors with a new trade fair experience. 
From the planning phase to long after the trade fair, visitors can access the information around the clock. And even beyond 
that, BAU Insights will remain active as a trade portal for the construction industry. The mandatory communication fee  
includes presence on the BAU Insights portal until the end of 2023.

Where and when can I download the BAU23 app?

The BAU Insights portal will be optimized for mobile use, to give users simple access to all the information about the trade 
fair and the exhibitors—before, during and after BAU23. An app will not appear.

Adaptation of existing FAQs



What is the difference between BAU23 and BAU Insights?

BAU23 will be held in Munich from April 17 to 22, 2023 as an in-person trade fair. BAU Insights, on the other hand, will take 
place in digital form throughout the year—with no restrictions in terms of space and time.

Where can I see my content and information after I have entered it?

After you have entered and saved content, it will be presented on BAU Insights. To be able to see all of your company’s 
information, you must register beforehand at www.bau-insights.de.

During what time period can I edit the content and information I have entered?

You have time until the communicated entry deadline to edit the data that will be displayed digitally . You can find the 
deadline here on the start page and in the “Packages” tab.

What will happen to my content after BAU23?

The content you have entered in the online ordering system for BAU23 will also continue to be available for users after 
BAU23. With the BAU Insights license you can also manage and update your content, and keep users informed after BAU23.

Can I check my entries before the trade fair starts?

There is no preview for you entries. Please therefore check them carefully when you are entering them. Your entries will then
be immediately visible on BAU Insights. You are advised to register at www.bau-insights.de in order to view all the 
information displayed about your company and, if necessary, to adjust it via the online ordering system.
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Can I terminate the publication of my entries?

You can terminate the publication of the products stored until the first day of the trade fair. To do so, simply select the 
relevant option in product editing. Otherwise, your entries will be published directly on BAU Insights.

How do I enter contacts?

Contacts can be set up and edited in the “List of Exhibitors” under “Who is Who”. These contacts can then be assigned to 
products and posts in the next steps.

What is the information about product groups in the company requested for?

Your product groups are crucial for matching them with user interests in the newsfeed on the BAU Insights portal. You should 
therefore ensure sufficient links between your company and your accompanying product groups.

Why do multiple product groups increase visibility on BAU Insights?

The target group is usually bigger for several product groups, so more interested parties can be reached with several product
groups.

Why are professional groups, product groups and topics mandatory entries?

So that users are shown tailored content on BAU Insights through intelligent matching. When users register on www.bau-
insights.de, they are asked to enter their  professional groups and interests. You should therefore link your products (in the 
exhibitor directory by products groups) and posts for matching purposes with the accompanying professional groups, product 
groups and topics.
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What opportunities do I have to present my company particularly prominently on BAU Insights?

There are various advertising options that you can book to increase the visibility of your company. Top of the List for your 
product groups, highlighting for your products, banners and more. You can also stand out through your logo and the number 
of products and posts.

Where does the company logo appear on BAU Insights?

If you have booked the logo feature for BAU23, it will be displayed in the exhibitor directory, in the hall plan and on your 
company page. 

How can I provide interested parties at BAU Insights with even more information?

Further information can be added in the form of download files such as product data sheets, certificates, 3D models or 
catalogs. To do so, select “Portfolio (Products, Announcements, Events)" under “Downloads”. Links are also possible and can 
be stored in the next item.

Can I present my entire product portfolio at BAU Insights?

You can store your products under you “Portfolio”, which is linked to your company page (exhibitor entry). There is no limit 
on the number of products you can present. You can also present products at BAU Insights that are not shown on your trade 
fair stand. Book the product placements for innovations, highlights or evergreens.
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How can I reach my target group on BAU Insights?

For one, by strengthening your brand identity and designing your company profile as extensively as possible. In addition, it’s 
advisable to store products in order to present product highlights and new products. To improve the general visibility of your 
company at BAU Insights, you should produce a constant stream of posts that reach different target group segments.

Why should I create posts on BAU Insights?

Regular posts increase your presence in the newsfeed and contribute to higher interaction with users.

Where are posts displayed?

The posts are displayed at BAU Insights at your company under “Discover” and in the newsfeed.
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